
Can we trust the 

Bible?



The Bible claims to be 

inspired by God!

2 Timothy 3:16

“All Scripture is inspired by God and 
profitable for teaching, for reproof, for 
correction, for training in 
righteousness.” 

All the OT and NT



Paul used “Scripture” to refer to both 

the OT and the NT.

1 Timothy 5:18

“For the Scripture says, ‘You shall not 

muzzle the ox while he is threshing,’

(from Deuteronomy 25:4) 

and ‘The laborer is worthy of his wages.’”

(from Luke 10:7)



The Correct Translation
New English Bible -

“Every inspired Scripture is also profitable…”

Implies some Scripture may not be inspired!

Order   pa'sa grafhV qeovpneusto"

Better  “All Scripture is inspired by God…”



2 Peter 1:20-21

“No prophecy of Scripture…had its origin 

in the will of man, 

The Process of Inspiration



2 Peter 3:15-16

“Our beloved brother Paul… wrote to you, …in 

all his letters, … some things hard to 

understand, which the untaught and unstable 

distort, as they do also the rest of the 

Scriptures.”

Peter also used “Scripture” to refer to 

both the OT and NT writings.



2 Peter 1:20-21

“No prophecy of Scripture…had its origin 

in the will of man, 

but men spoke from God as they were 

carried along by the Holy Spirit.”

The Process of Inspiration



“Carried along by the Holy Spirit” 

illustrated from Acts 27:13-15

“They weighed anchor and began sailing along 

Crete, …there rushed down from the land a violent 

wind, …and when the ship was caught in it …we 

gave way to it and let ourselves be driven along.”

Wind
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Matthew 5:17 – “Do not think that I came to 

abolish the Law or the Prophets; …. For 

truly I say to you, until heaven and earth 

pass away, not the smallest letter or stroke 

shall pass from the Law until all is 

accomplished.”

Jesus’ View of Scripture



Today, many claim there are historical 

and scientific errors in the Bible.

“The story of Adam and Eve’s fall in the 
garden is not a historical account.”  

“The story of Jonah is a parabolic satire 
against self-righteousness of the Jews.  
To read [it] …as a factual or historical 
account raises endless questions.” 

“One must not look for scientific facts or 
historical accounts of the beginnings of 
the world and of the human race in …
Genesis.” 



The Bible is a Human Book

God

A book with 

human errors.



Modern views of Biblical Inerrancy

Though many scholars claim there are errors 

in the Bible, some still claim to believe in 

“biblical inerrancy.” 

They claim that “The Bible teaches without 

error those truths which God intended to 

teach for our salvation.” 
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Chicago Statement (1978):

Being wholly and verbally God-given, 

Scripture is without error or fault 

in all its teaching, 

no less in what it states about God’s acts in 

creation, 

about the events of world history, 

and about its own literary origins under God, 

than in its witness to God’s saving grace in 

individual lives. 

Being wholly and verbally God-given, 

Scripture is without error or fault 

in all its teaching, 

no less in what it states about God’s acts in 

creation, 

about the events of world history, 

and about its own literary origins under God, 

than in its witness to God’s saving grace in 

individual lives. 



Full (Plenary) Inerrancy
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Scripture affirms Inerrancy:

Psalm 19:7-8

“The law of the Lord is perfect…

The testimony of the Lord is sure…  

The precepts of the Lord are right…  

The commandment of the Lord is pure…”



God’s Character demands 

Inerrancy:

If Scripture is God’s inspired Word

and God speaks only truth, 

then Scripture is wholly true. 



The Incarnation of Jesus illustrates 

Inerrancy
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St. Augustine

(354-430)

“I most firmly believe that the 
[canonical] authors were 
completely free from error.”

Letters 82, 1.

“I do not hesitate to suppose that either the 
manuscript is faulty or the translator has not 
caught the meaning of what was said, or I 
myself have failed to understand it.”

Letters 82, 3.



Trust in the Bible is Reasonable!

“Christian faith is not an irrational leap.  
Examined objectively, the claims of the 
Bible are rational propositions well 
supported by reason and evidence.”

Charles Colson



Historical Accuracy

Norman Geisler declares:

"Numerous archaeology discoveries 

have confirmed the historical accuracy 

of the biblical documents, even down to 

the obsolete names of foreign kings...”
General Introduction to the Bible, p. 253



Who was Sargon?

“In the year … when 

Sargon the king of 

Assyria … fought 

against Ashdod and 

captured it, at that time 

the Lord spoke through 

Isaiah …” (Isaiah 20:1)

Palace gates of Sargon II 
(721-705 BC)

at the British Museum

Because there was no 
previous mention of 
Sargon, this reference to 
the king of Assyria, was 
called a “mistake” in the 
8th edition of 
Encyclopedia Britannica.



Was there a Great Flood?
This account describes 
how the pious 
Utnapishtim saved the 
world from a great flood 
sent by the gods 

when he built a ship & 
saved all the animals. 

The Epic of Gilgamesh

from Nineveh.



Was there a Great Flood?

It divides the reigns 

of Sumerian kings 

into two categories: 

those who ruled 

before the flood and 

those who ruled after 

it.

Sumerian King list
(2100 BC)



Was there a Great Flood?

The fantastically long 

reigns of the pre-

flood Sumerian kings 

in contrast to the 

post-flood kings 

corresponds to the 

dramatic change in 

life spans after the 

flood in the Genesis 

account. 
Sumerian King list

(2100 BC)



Could the OT Patriarchs have 

traveled to Egypt?



Could the OT Patriarchs have 

traveled to Egypt?

Murals from 19th-century BC show Semites 

(“Asiatics”) coming to trade in Egypt.



Could the OT Patriarchs have 

traveled to Egypt?

This confirms that the travels of Abraham, 

Isaac, and Jacob to Egypt were common 

during the period (circa 2050-1875 BC).



The Names of the Patriarchs

The Tell el-Amarma 

letter from the 14th

Century BC refers to the 

“Habiru” people in 

Palestine confirming the 

early Biblical reference 

to “Abram, the Hebrew” 

(Gen. 14:13).



Did King David really exist?

In 1993, an inscription 
referring to King David 
(1010-970 BC) was 
discovered in Northern 
Israel dating from 9th

century BC.

This is the earliest 
mention of a biblical 
figure outside of the 
Bible.



Sennacherib’s Campaign – 701 BC

Taylor Prism

“As to Hezekiah, the Jew, he did 

not submit to my yoke, I laid 

siege to 46 of his strong cities, 

walled forts and … small villages 

…, and conquered [them].”

King Sennacherib

“In the fourteenth year of King 

Hezekiah's reign, Sennacherib 

king of Assyria attacked all the  

fortified  cities of Judah and 

captured them.”  2 Kings 18:13



Fortified city 

of Lachish



On wall reliefs in his palace Sennacherib showed how he used 

archers and battering rams during his siege of Lachish.

“When Sennacherib … [was] laying siege to Lachish, he 

sent … this message: “Hezekiah … is misleading you, to let 

you die of hunger and thirst.” 2 Chron. 32:9-15



Lachish 

Captives 

led back to 

Nineveh.

Torture of 

Lachish 

defenders.



“When Hezekiah saw that Sennacherib had come … to make 
war on Jerusalem, he … [blocked] off the water from the 
springs outside the city, and … worked hard repairing … the 
wall and building towers on it.” 2 Chron. 32:2-5

How did Jerusalem survived the 

campaign of Sennacherib?



When Hezekiah knew that the Assyrians were 

coming to attack Jerusalem, the Bible records 

“how he made the pool and the tunnel by 

which he brought water into the city.”

2 Kings 20:20



Is this Hezekiah’s Tunnel?



Confirmed! - September, 2003 !

Using Radiometric 
dating Israeli and British 
scientists determined 
that the 1,750 foot 
tunnel leading to the 
pool of Siloam was 
constructed in about 
700 BC, when King 
Hezekiah ruled the land 
of Judea.

Hezekiah's Tunnel is considered one of the greatest 
works of water engineering in the pre-Classical 
period.



Sennacherib’s Report – 700 BC

From the 

Taylor Prism

“I shut up …Hezekiah, the Jew, 

… in Jerusalem … like a bird in a 

cage.” King Sennacherib

Isaiah’s report in 700 BC:

“He returned to Nineveh and 

stayed there.” Isaiah 37:37

“One day, while he was worshiping 

in the temple of his god Nisroch, 

his sons … cut him down with the 

sword.” Isaiah 37:38



“Baruch” Seal - 6th Century BC

This impression is from the seal of “Baruch the 
son of Neriah, [who] wrote on a scroll at the 
dictation of Jeremiah” (Jer 36:4) in 586 BC.

Inscription:
“Belonging to 
Berechiah
son of Neriah
the scribe."



NT Archaeological Evidence

In 1961 the first 

external evidence for 

Pontius Pilate was 

discovered at 

Caesarea on an 

inscription dated 

from the time of 

Jesus.



The “James” Ossuary (“Bone Box”) 

Dated from 1st Century AD



The Burial Inscription reads:

Jesus = uwvy (Yeshua)

“James, the son of Joseph, the brother of Jesus”



OSSUARY OF CAIAPHAS 

In 1990, an ossuary was 
found in a Jewish cemetery 
near Jerusalem dating 
from the 1st century AD.

The inscription indicates 
the bones inside include 
those of Caiaphas, 

the High Priest who 
questioned Jesus (John 
18:14, 28), Peter & John 
(Acts 4:6).

Yehosef bar Qafa'
(Joseph son of Caiaphas). 



Conclusions by Leading Archaeologists:

“Archaeology has confirmed the 

substantial historicity of the Old 

Testament tradition.”
William F. Albright

“No archaeological discovery has ever 

controverted a Biblical reference.”

Nelson Glueck



Augustine (354-430)

“It seems to me that the most disastrous 

consequence must follow upon our believing 

that anything false is found in the sacred 

books, . . . [for] if you once admit . . . one 

false statement, . . . there will not be left a 

single statement of those books which, . . . if 

appearing to anyone difficult in practice or 

hard to believe, may not by the same fatal 

rule be explained away.”

Letter to Jerome 28, 3.



Scientific Accuracy

Prophetic Accuracy

Textual Accuracy



Scientific Accuracy

"He stretches out the 

north over empty space  

And hangs the earth on 

nothing.” 

Job 26:7

“He sits enthroned above 

the circle of the earth.”

Isaiah 40:22



Scientific Accuracy
"Can you bind the 

chains of the Pleiades,  

Or loose the cords of  

Orion ?

Job 38:31

“He who made the 
Pleiades and  Orion …  
The Lord is His name.”

Amos 5:8



In 350 BC Chinese 

astronomer, Shih Shen 

counted 800 stars.

In 130 BC Greek astronomer, 

Hipparchus counted 850 stars.

In the 2nd Century AD 

Ptolemy counted 1,056 stars. 

Now modern astronomers 

acknowledge the stars in our 

galaxy in addition to the billion 

galaxies in the universe can 

never be counted.

Ancient astronomers believed 

the stars could be counted. 

In the 6th Century BC, the Prophet Jeremiah declared, 

“The host of heaven cannot be counted” (Jer 33:22).



Isaiah’s Prophetic Accuracy

Isaiah declared: 
“Thus says the 
Lord to Cyrus … 
it is I …who call 
you by your 
name.”

Isaiah 45:1,3

150 years

later

Cyrus the Great 
King of Persia.

Assyrian Empire Babylonian Empire Persian Empire

626 BC 539 BC690 BC*



Daniel’s Prophetic Accuracy

In 603 BC, Daniel declared to Nechbuchadnezer:

"After you, another kingdom will rise…Next, a third 

kingdom…of bronze, will rule over the whole earth. 

Finally, …a fourth kingdom, strong as iron… will 

crush…all the others.” Daniel 2:39-40

In 553 BC, Daniel declared:

“Four great beasts …came up out of the sea. … a 

lion, … a bear …a leopard…[with] four heads… 

After that… a fourth beast …[with] large iron 

teeth.” Daniel 7:3-7



Greek Empire

Daniel predicted Four Kingdoms

Babylonian Empire Persian Empire Roman Empire

603- 553 BC* 332 BC 66 BC539 BC



“The…ram…represents the kings of 

Media and Persia.  The…goat is the king 

of Greece, and the large horn … is the 

first king.  The four horns that replaced 

the one … represent four kingdoms that 

will emerge from his nation.”

Daniel 8:20-22

Daniel’s Vision of the Ram and Goat 
(551 BC)



Ptolemaic Egypt

Alexander’s Empire was divided after his death

in 332 BC.

Macedonia Thrace & Asia

Exactly as Daniel had predicted 200 years earlier:
“Four kingdoms …will emerge from his nation.” 

Daniel 8:20-22

Seleucid Empire



Textual Accuracy of the Bible

The remarkable preservation of the Bible



The OT Text up to 1947

Only one damaged manuscript 

surviving from the 1st Century BC 

(Nash Papyrus). 

It contains only the Shema 

(Deut. 6:4-9) and fragments of 

the 10 Commandments.



The OT Text up to 1947

Earlier manuscripts were 

destroyed by the Masoretic 

Jewish scribes as newer 

ones were copied because 

of their reverence for the 

Biblical text.



The OT Text up to 1947

The lines and letters were meticulously 

counted.  If a manuscript was found to 

contain even one mistake, it was destroyed.



Oldest Texts before 1947

The Aleppo Codex written in 

Palestine about 900 AD was 

the earliest known Hebrew 

manuscript.



Leningrad Codex 

AD 1009

This was the earliest 
complete Hebrew 
manuscript of the 
Medieval Masoretic 
Text.



Eight hundred 

manuscripts dating 

from the first century 

B.C. to the first 

century A.D. 

Found in caves by a 

Bedouin shepherd.

In 1947 the
Dead Sea Scrolls
Were Discovered.



Found in eleven caves 
near the Qumran 
settlement on the 
northwest shore of the 
Dead Sea. 



The Essene Community
The Essenes were a 
major Jewish sect from 
the middle of the 2nd 
century BC until they were 
destroyed by the Romans 
during the Jewish revolt in 
AD 68.



The Scrolls were preserved in Jars.



Oldest Copies of the OT

They are more than 
1000 years older than 
any other known Hebrew 
texts.

They include sections 
or fragments from all the 
OT books except Esther 
and Nehemiah.

Their agreement with 
our Bible confirms the 
remarkable accuracy of 
the Masoretic Texts. 



2nd Century B.C. Isaiah Scroll

Only three words differ in spelling from previously 

known Hebrews texts.



In 1979 Silver Amulets from the 7th

Century B.C. were discovered.

“The Lord bless you, 
and keep you; The 
Lord make His face 
shine on you,  And 
be gracious to you; 
The Lord lift up His 
countenance on 
you,  And give you 
peace.”

Numbers 6:24-26



NT Manuscripts Compared to 

other Ancient Documents
Author/Book Date

Written

Earliest Copies Time Gap # of 
Copies

Herodotus' 

History

480-425 

B.C.

A.D. 900 1,350 yrs. 2

Ceasar's Gallic 

Wars

100-44 B.C. A.D. 900 1,000 yrs. 10

Livy's History 

of Rome

59 B.C.

- A.D. 17

A.D. 400 (partial) 400 yrs. 20

Tacitus' Annals A.D. 100 A.D. 1,100 1,000 yrs. 8

•Fragments > A.D. 125
•Books > A.D. 200
•Most of NT > A.D. 250
•Complete NT >A.D. 325

± 50 yrs.
100 yrs.
150 yrs.
225 yrs.

5366A.D. 50-100
Greek 

New Testament



Total # of NT Greek Manuscripts

Papyri (Oldest) - 88

Uncials (Capital letters) - 274

Minuscules (Cursive letters) - 2795

Lectionaries (Liturgical texts) - 2209

Total - 5366



Papyri 66 – Gospel of John
John 7:32-37John 1:1-8

Dated AD 200



Papyri 66 - John 7:33

ei\pen ou\n oJ  jIhsou'": e[ti crovnon  

mikroVn  meq= uJmw'n eijmi kaiV 

uJpavgw proV" toVn pevmyantav me.

Therefore Jesus said, "For a little while longer I 
am with you, then I go to Him who sent Me.”



Earliest NT Papyri

P52
John 18:31-33,37-38

Dated AD 125

Written Less than 50 
years after the original 

Gospel by John.



Earliest Uncial Manuscripts

Codex Vaticanus – 4th Century AD
(Vatican Library)

Codex Alexandrianus – 5th Century AD
(British Museum, London)



Codex Sinaiticus – 4th Century AD

(British Museum, London)



Story of the Codex Sinaiticus
First discovered in St. 
Catharine’s Monastery on 
Mount Sinai in 1859.

Purchased for 9,000 rubles 
by von Tischendorf on 
behalf of the Russian Czar 
in 1862.

Sold for £100,000 after the 
Russian Revolution to the 
British Museum in 1933.

It is the most important and 
only complete Uncial 
manuscript of the NT.



Textual variations in Manuscripts
• Variations in spelling, word order, or grammar.

• Variations in words (omissions or additions).

• Rarely of Doctrinal significance.



Do we have the Authentic Text?

We have more than the authentic text, not less.

Variants occur in less than 2% of the Biblical text.

We can identify with certainty the authentic text in 

90% of the variants.  

We are virtually certain of 99.5% of the Biblical text.

12  So when He had washed their feet, and taken His 

garments and reclined again, He said to them, "Do you know 

what I have done to you?



History of the English Bible



Jerome’s Latin Vulgate
late 4th Century AD

 He was asked to revise 

the corrupted old Latin 

versions.

 Based upon his unique 

knowledge of the Hebrew 

OT & Greek NT he 

produced an excellent 

translation.



Council of Trent (1546-48)

Jerome’s Latin Vulgate was adopted as the 

official version of the Roman Catholic Church.

However, he recognized only the Hebrew canon 

(our 39 OT books) as Canonical although he 

included the OT Apocrypha in his translation.



Wycliffe NT (1382)

The first complete New 

Testament in English.  

Translated from the Latin 

Vulgate.

Helped promote reformed 

ideas in England.



Invention of the Printing Press

Johannes Gutenberg 

Invented in Mainz, 

Germany – 1450s.



Gutenberg Bible 
(1450-55)

The first book ever 
printed was a Latin 
Bible.

Each page was 
printed then colorfully 
hand-illuminated. 

The printing press 
meant that Bibles 
could be produced in 
large quantities 
paving the way for the 
Reformation.



Gutenberg Bible
(Latin 1450-55)

Today there are 

only 22 complete 

Gutenberg Bibles 

known to exist.



Erasmus’ Greek NT 

(1516)

He published the first 
Greek NT.
He relied mainly on three 
12th Century manuscripts.
He had to recreate the 
last 6 verses of Revelation 
from the Latin Vulgate.



Hebrew Bible

(1521)

The Hebrew OT was 
1st printed in 1488 
(Soncino Bible).

This helped Luther & 
other Reformers 
study and translate 
the Old Testament.



Luther's German Bible

1522, 1534

The 1st German version 
translated from the Greek 
NT and Hebrew OT.
Translated into common 
German easily understood 
by the people. 
The dominate influence 
upon German language.



Tyndale’s NT 

(1526)

He printed the first 

complete NT in English,

translating it from 

Erasmus’s Greek NT & 

Luther’s German NT.



Coverdale’s 

Bible 

(1535)

Miles Coverdale printed 
the 1st Complete Bible  
in English.

He translated it by using 
Tyndale’s NT, Luther’s 
German Bible and the 
Latin Vulgate.



The Great Bible 

(1539-40)

It was England’s first 

“official” Bible authorized 

by King Henry VIII.

Also called “Cramner’s 

Bible” because the 

Archbishop wrote the 

preface.

Called “Great” due to its 

size (15”x10”).

Chained to English 

church pulpits for 

“everyone to read.”



Geneva Bible 

(1557,1560)
The NT was completed in 
Geneva, Switzerland during 
the reign of “Bloody” Mary 
in England. 



Geneva Bible 

(1557,1560)
Translated by “Marian 
Exiles” attending John 
Calvin’s church.

It included numerous  
study notes that were 
generally Protestant,

but sometimes 
distinctly Calvinistic. 



Geneva Bible 

(1557,1560)
Headnotes to 

each page

Arguments for 

each book

Brief annotations 

in the margins.



Geneva Bible 

(1557,1560)
It was Bible of the 
Puritans.

It was also the Bible 
most often quoted by 
Shakespeare in his plays.

It was the Bible that 
came over on the 
Mayflower. 



Geneva Bible 

(1557,1560)

“They sewed figge tree leaves together, 

a made themselves breeches.”

Known as the “Breeches 
Bible” for its Famous for 
translation of Genesis 1:7:



Bishops’ Bible

(1568)
Produced by Bishops 

to improve upon 

Cramner’s Great Bible.

They hoped to replace 

the popular Geneva 

Bible with its Calvinistic 

notes.

It became the bases of 

the later King James 

Bible.



King James Version

1611Commissioned in 1604 

by James I.

Translated by 57 

Oxford and Cambridge 

scholars.

Translated from the 

original Hebrew and 

Greek.

The most influential 

literary work in the 

English language.



John Eliot’s 

Algonquin Bible

(1663)

The First Bible 
Printed in America

Native Americans 
didn’t have a written 
language until this 
Bible was printed.

It contributed to the 
success of the first 
Protestant mission 
near Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.



Modern English Versions

American Standard Bible (ASB) – 1901

Revised Standard Version (RSV) – 1952

New American Standard Bible (NASB)–1971

Living Bible (LB) – 1971

Goodnews Bible (GB) – 1976

New International Version (NIV) – 1979

New King James Version (NKJV) – 1982

Living Translation (LT) - 1996



Literal Versus Idiomatic

Literal
Word

For

word

Idiomatic
Thought

For

ThoughtASB LB

GB

LT

NIV

RSVNKJV

NASB KJV


